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Planning Reference
Application Reference:

21/02464/STFUL

Address:

Rathlin Energy Ltd
West Newton Exploration Well Site
Fosham Road
High Fosham
East Riding of Yorkshire

Proposal:

To construct an extension to the existing West Newton
A (WNA) wellsite, test, appraise and produce from the
two existing wells and drill, test, appraise and produce
from up to six (6) new wells followed by
decommissioning and wellsite restoration.

User information
Your name:

Matthew Wood

Your address:

Woodend Cottage New Ellerby Road, Marton, HU11
5DB

Comments
Commenter type:

Member of the Public

Stance:

Object

Object
I object to this development on the following grounds:
Volume of HGV traffic & Public Safety.
Hugely increased HGV traffic on unsuitable rural roads
poses a very real danger to Cyclists, Horse riders,
runners, pedestrians, commuters and many others who
frequently use the route through Burton Constable,
Marton and New Ellerby. As a local resident I can see
first hand the dangers posed by increasing HGV traffic
on these narrow, ill equipped rural roads. If this is
allowed to continue I believe it is only a matter of time
before a fatal accident occurs.
Industrialisation of Rural Landscape.

Your comments:

The roads and footpaths surrounding this development
are used and enjoyed by many people all year round
and, if this further development is allowed to continue,
these ‘Public Footpaths’ will be closed and guarded by
Security forces as they have been on many occasions
throughout the previous developments at West Newton
A. Removing, closing and preventing Public rights of
way has a negative impact on local residents and other
members of the public’s well being.
Burton Constable Hall & the surrounding area forms an
attractive part of Mid Holderness. Introducing and
allowing the development of these oil and gas sites will
destroy the tranquility of the local area, not to mention
the negative impacts on air quality, noise pollution and
local Wildlife population.
Climate.
I understand that a Climate Emergency has been
declared both locally and nationally. I believe allowing
this development to continue contradicts Environmental
policy.
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